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A Word from our Principal
By Rabbi Ringo

1.

Tayere Tmimim sh’,
We are now just a few weeks away from Gimmel
Tammuz and it is important that we prepare ourselves
for this important day in a way that strengthens our connection
with the Rebbe and will push us to be better Yidden. We need to
remember that the connection with the Rebbe goes two ways,
meaning that it’s not just on our end that we look to strengthen our
devotion and love for the Rebbe, but the Rebbe, too, cares and loves
all yidden and is looking out for them. Chassidim tell of a chossid
who was going through a hard time and he came to yechidus by
the Frierdikke Rebbe. During the yechidus he discussed many maters of Avodas Hashem but never mentioned any of his day-to-day
problems that he was experiencing. Towards the end of the Yechidus the Frierdikke Rebbe asked the chossid about his physical needs to
which the chossid replied that he was not concerned about them. The Rebbe looked at him and said “but I am…” The Rebbe cares for each Yid and especially for his shluchim. This is a thought that can give us great chizzuk and chayos as we prepare ourselves for Gimmel Tammuz and
especially as we prepare ourselves, and the world, for the Geula Shelaima!
Wishing you a wonderful Shabbos
Rabbi Yaakov Ringo
Principal
Nigri Shluchim Online School
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A Story of the Rebbe
By Mendel Labkowski

This Week we have 2 Rebbe Storys.
As told by Rabbi Leibel Groner:

The First Story: A woman came to my office very distraught. She wanted
to see the Rebbe immediately. She had just received a phone call from
her sister in Israel. Her father had been diagnosed with a serious disease
and the doctors wanted to operate immediately.

1.

I told the woman that the Rebbe was not receiving people at that time.
She said that it would be enough for her if the Rebbe would simply
stand at his door and give her a blessing that her father would have a
complete recovery. I repeated to the woman that I could not disturb the
Rebbe now but would give over her message at the ﬁrst opportunity.
The woman was not happy with my response and knocked on the
Rebbe's door herself. The Rebbe called me into his office and asked me
to explain what was going on.
I told the Rebbe the entire story. The Rebbe said, "The woman knows
that I am not a doctor. I assume that if she came to me for a blessing it is
because she believes I have been given the ability to give blessings and
advice. If she believes this, then she also needs to believe that now is not
the time for me to receive people. In addition, it is not even necessary for
me to stand at my door and say 'refua shleima (complete recovery)'
because the doctors made a mistake and her father is not ill."
When I came out and told her what the Rebbe said, she was overjoyed.
A few days later the woman came back to my office. She had called her
sister and had told her to tell the doctors not to operate because the
Rebbe said their father was not ill. The doctors continued to pressure
the sister until she agreed to the operation. What they found was only a
small cyst.
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Continued From Page 3
The Second Story:
As told by Rabbi Leibel Groner
My son, Mendy Groner, is a shaliach of the Rebbe in Kiryat Gat, Israel. A
supporter of the yeshiva there invests in foreign currency. He was heavily
invested in a currency that had been going down for a while. At this rate, he
could lose millions of dollars. He asked my son to have me ask the Rebbe if he
should sell what's left or leave it in the hope that things would turn around and
he would eventually recoup his losses.
I asked the Rebbe. The Rebbe told me to tell him to sell immediately and not
wait. A few days later, another supporter, who was also heavily invested in that
currency, asked my son if the answer to his friend applied to him also. My son
asked me and I told my son to tell him that everyone has to ask the Rebbe
independently. I asked the Rebbe on tahe second person's behalf and the
Rebbe responded that he should not sell. He should hold onto the money.
1.

"How could it be that the Rebbe is giving two different answers to the very
same question?" the second supporter asked.
"The Rebbe knows what he's doing," I explained.
Four months later, Mendy called me to ﬁll me in on what had happened. "The
ﬁrst supporter immediately sold. Right after that a good friend in America who
had four successful businesses offered to sell him one of them. How much did
he want for the business? The exact amount that the supporter had just gotten
from selling the foreign currency! Not only did he make back all of the money
he had lost when the currency started going down, but the new business is
growing and he is seeing a sizable proﬁt.
"The second supporter watched the currency continue to drop and he
continued to lose money. He called me and asked, 'How is it possible that the
Rebbe told my friend to sell and now he has cut his losses, and he told me to
hold on. Probably your father did not give over the answer properly or he
misunderstood it.' I assured him, 'My father told you exactly what the Rebbe
told him to tell you. Have a little faith. You'll see.'
"About two months ago, the foreign currency started turning around. Today, he
has recouped all of his losses and has made quite a bit of
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money as well," my son concluded.

A ShortLevi Schmerling
Dvar Torah
In this week's Parsha we learn about he donations the 12
 נשיאיםgave for the Mishkan. One of the donations were 6
wagons. 4 of them were used when the Yidden traveled, to
carry the big Kerashim beams. The Gemara says that the
beams just barely ﬁt into the wagons.
The question is: Why did the  נשיאיםgive such a small
donation? Only 4 wagons?! They should have given many
wagons, then it would be easier to ﬁt the Kerashim and they
wouldn't have to be so exact with the space.
The answer is: It is true that when donating to Hashem we
must donate the biggest, the nicest and as much as possible.
At the same time, when it came to the donating and building
of the Mishkan everything had to be exact in its size and
measurement, and everything was used out in its full
measure.
That is why the  נשיאיםdonated only 4 wagons for the
carrying of the beams, since that was enough to ﬁt all the
beams. If they would have donate any more wagons, then
there would be extra space that would not be used!
This is a Lesson for us how we should serve Hashem.
Someone might say, "I serve Hashem so many hours a day,
it's okay if I waste a little time and I don't serve Hashem a
small part of the day". What we learn from the Keilim in the
Mishkan is that every single detail in our life is for a purpose
and must be used to serve Hashem. We cannot miss even one
moment!
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The Weekly
Shmooze

This Week With:
Eliezer Andrusier

By Mendel Labkowski

Where do you live on
Shlichus?
Manchester Vermont

So tell me a bit about
your chabad house.
We live in more of resort
place but we also have a
small community.
Most of the people here
are older. But there are
some younger.

What are some of the
classes your family does
on Shlichus
Hebrew school, Torah
studies, BLT.

What is your favorite
part about being on
Shlichus?
Me and my family get to
inspire Jewish people. We
also are able to go

skiing, ice skating and
sledding that most
people are not able to
do.

What are some of the
challenges you face on
Shlichus?
We don't have any Jewish
kids to speak to. There is
no kosher food here.
There is also no kosher
restaurants.
What is your favorite
part about being on
Online School?
I get to see other Frum
kids. We also get to
socialize with kids who
know Torah.
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Can you maybe share a very short
story that once happened to you on
Shlichus?
There was a Jewish man, who was
trying to sell some stuff from his
house, he was trying to sell a very
expensive piano on eBay. People told
him you will never be able to sell it
for the money you are trying to sell it
for.
So some time later my father came to
his house and this person told my
father about his piano situation he is
in. My father told him talk to Hashem,
so he picked up his head and and he
said to Hashem, In Isreal he said
Hashem please help me sell the
piano. The next day a person called
him I want the piano and I am
coming to pick it up
right now.
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Fun Page
By Avrumi Feldman

Riddle 1.
What do you put in your mouth, make a bracha
on, but don’t eat?

Riddle 2.
I am lighter than air, but 100 people can’t lift
me. Careful, I am fragile. What am I?

Joke 1.
What did the duck say when he
laughed?
You quack me up!

Joke 2.
How do you keep a bagel from
running away?
Put lox on it!

Send your fun
page submissions
and answers to:

SosWeekly578
0@gmail.com

Answers to last weeks riddles:
1. A tree. 2. Your name.

